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contracts, which had bound employees not to join unions,
and forbidding federal courts to issue injunctions as weapons
against organized labor. This law rested upon the premise
that an individual worker was helpless save as he gained
power through "association, self-organization, and designa-
tion of representatives of his own choosing, to negotiate the
terms and conditions of his employment/' Like other aspects
of progressivism latent in Hoover days, it bore seed from
which the New Deal sprouted in the fertile season of 1933.
Section 7 A of the national industrial recovery act repeated
phrases from the Norris-La Guardia act with more trenchant
emphasis, promising employees "the right to organize and
bargain collectively through representatives of their own
choosing" under no restraint. Promptly capital and labor set
to work to turn the guarantee to contrary purposes, the
former striving to multiply company unions and use Section
7 A as a prop for the open shop, while labor sought to de-
stroy company unions and make its own unions the exclusive
bargaining units. John L. Lewis, head of the United Mine
Workers and most aggressive of organizers, sent forth evan-
gels with the garbled gospel, "The President wants you to
join the union"; as a result, membership in the UMW rose
from one hundred and fifty thousand in 1932 to four hun-
dred thousand by 1935. Less spectacularly, between midsum-
mer, 1933, and midsummer, 1936, the rolls of the American
Federation of Labor as a whole increased almost seventy-five
per cent.
A floor under wages and a ceiling over hours were, as has
been seen, mandatory for employers signing up under the
NRA. Although some quibbling, evasion and violation oc-
curred and though labor grumbled constantly at the lag be-
tween wages and rising prices, the requirement as to hours,
later reiterated by the Wagner act, operated with depressed
conditions to effect a much greater change in the work week
than ever known in short order before. By 1936 the average
laboring week was estimated at about nine hours less than in

